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Key Points:13
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to construct numerical discretizations in geophysically relevant configurations.15
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Abstract21

Dynamical cores used to study the circulation of the atmosphere employ various numer-22

ical methods ranging from finite-volume, spectral element, global spectral, and hybrid23

methods. In this work, we explore the use of Flux-Differencing Discontinuous Galerkin24

(FDDG) methods to simulate a fully compressible dry atmosphere at various resolutions.25

We show that the method offers a judicious compromise between high-order accuracy26

and stability for large-eddy simulations and simulations of the atmospheric general cir-27

culation. In particular, filters, divergence damping, diffusion, hyperdiffusion, or sponge-28

layers are not required to ensure stability; only the numerical dissipation naturally af-29

forded by FDDG is necessary. We apply the method to the simulation of dry convection30

in an atmospheric boundary layer and in a global atmospheric dynamical core in the stan-31

dard benchmark of Held and Suarez (1994).32

Plain Language Summary33

Numerical models cannot explicitly represent all degrees of freedom that charac-34

terize atmospheric flows due to limitations in computing power. One must allocate the35

available computational degrees of freedom to reduce the degradation of the solution.36

In this work, we explore the use of the discontinuous Galerkin numerical method, a hy-37

brid approach that combines the accuracy of spectral methods with the flexibility of fi-38

nite volume methods. We apply it to idealized dry atmospheric simulations and show39

that the method is robust and incorporates physical principles to best account for un-40

resolved processes.41

1 Introduction42

Designing dynamical cores that meet the challenges imposed by simulating the con-43

tinuous equations that govern geophysical flows has a long history (Williamson, 2007).44

Various numerical methods are employed to achieve accuracy, efficiency, and stability.45

However, careful compromises are required because these goals are often in conflict: sig-46

nificant dissipation helps with stability at the cost of accuracy, and high-order schemes47

deliver accuracy at the expense of computing cost. This work explores the discontinu-48

ous Galerkin (DG) method for simulating atmospheric motions. The goal is not to pro-49

vide an in-depth introduction to the method. For this, there are excellent references (Hesthaven50

& Warburton, 2007; Winters et al., 2021; G. J. Gassner & Winters, 2021), which illus-51

trate the method in the context of weak formulations of partial differential equations,52

finite-element and spectral methods, and discrete algebraic properties of numerical op-53

erators. Instead, we focus on compromises that achieve stable and accurate atmospheric54

solutions.55

The DG method is similar to finite volume methods since both use a discontinu-56

ous function space to approximate a partial differential equation. However, functions are57

not approximated as piecewise constants within a control volume, as in finite-volume meth-58

ods, but as piecewise polynomials whose shape is chosen to achieve high-order accuracy.1.59

The method is a generalization of finite volume methods with some flavor of spectral meth-60

ods as it uses a function basis within each control volume (see e.g. Karniadakis & Sher-61

win, 2005; Hesthaven & Warburton, 2007; D. Kopriva, 2009; F. X. Giraldo, 2020). Fig-62

ure 1 shows how increasing the polynomial order improves the DG approximation of a63

sinusoidal function. Notice the discontinuities at the control volume edges, which are a64

signature of the DG representation.65

1 Interestingly, the convergence of the mean value in each control volume has been shown by Cao et al.

(2015) to exhibit superconvergence properties in special cases. For example, if the numerical scheme uses

6th-order polynomials, then the control volume-mean converges at a 13th-order rate.
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Figure 1. Projection of a function onto spaces of polynomials. The different colors represent

different control volumes. The original function y = sin (x) is in the top left panel, and various

projections are shown in the other panels. Note the discontinuities at the edges of the control

volumes in all projections.

Finite volume flux-reconstruction methods can be applied to DG within the con-66

trol volume and at the discontinuities between elements (Fisher & Carpenter, 2013). The67

flexibility of choosing a “volume” numerical flux and the usual “interface” numerical flux68

is leveraged to yield robust numerical simulations. Departing from standard practice to69

use central fluxes for the volume terms, we demonstrate choices among a new class of70

schemes, known as Flux-Differencing Discontinuous Galerkin (FDDG) methods (Winters71

et al., 2021), which provide the numerical stability and accuracy necessary for geophys-72

ical fluid dynamics applications, in which the flows in question are usually strongly un-73

derresolved. The resulting spatial discretization is different from other DG methods that74

have been applied to geophysical flows such as those of F. Giraldo et al. (2002) or Nair75

et al. (2005). What follows is along a new thread of methods, e.g. G. Gassner et al. (2015).76

We rely on recent theoretical advancements in the formulation of FDDG methods.77

FDDG methods retain stability without needing additional diffusion, hyperdiffusion, or78

other numerical filters to guarantee stability. Instead, the numerical dissipation comes79

directly from the formulation of the numerical flux and the time-stepping method.80

Of course, it is not always desirable to leave all dissipation to the numerical method81

itself; however, such implicit dissipation can be a desirable feature if the numerical dis-82

sipation mimics that owing to missing physical information and otherwise is minimal where83

information loss is minimal (Pressel et al., 2017). As a counterpoint, see, for example,84

Boyd (2001) for numerous reasons why it can be better to create a well-posed mathe-85

matical problem and use an optimally convergent numerical method. A robust numer-86

ical method saves human time since it is common in geophysical simulations to include87

the minimal necessary dissipation for stability; see Winters et al. (2021) for comments88

with respect to engineering and astrophysical examples. Tuning numerical filters to achieve89

a desired level of fidelity requires substantial effort, one that must often be repeated upon90
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any change to model configuration. The automation of this effort through a well-chosen91

numerical method allows model developers to focus on the physics.92

We apply the FDDG method to the compressible Euler equations with gravity in93

both rotating and non-rotating reference frames, which we take as a model for dry at-94

mospheres. The prognostic variables are density, momentum, and, as the prognostic ther-95

modynamic variable, total energy. The equations then are96

∂tρ +∇ ⋅ (ρu) = 0, (1)

∂t(ρu) +∇ ⋅ (u⊗ ρu + pI) = −ρ∇Φ + Sρu (ρ, ρu, ρe) , (2)

∂t(ρe) +∇ ⋅ (u (p + ρe)) = Sρe (ρ, ρu, ρe) , (3)

where Φ is the geopotential, Sρu are momentum sources (e.g., the Coriolis force), and97

Sρe constitutes sources of energy (e.g., radiation). Total energy is defined as the sum of98

kinetic, potential, and internal energy,99

ρe = 1

2
ρ∥u∥2 + ρΦ + cvρT, (4)

where cv is the specific heat capacity of dry air at constant volume. We diagnose tem-100

perature from the prognostic variables and pressure using the ideal gas law, i.e.,101

T = 1

cvρ
(ρe − 1

2
ρ∥u∥2 − ρΦ) and p = ρRT. (5)

This set of equations includes processes often filtered out in atmospheric general102

circulation models (AGCMs), such as sound waves. Retaining additional physics is key103

if the model is used for coarse resolution AGCM simulations, cloud-resolving high-resolution104

AGCM simulations, and high-resolution large-eddy S=simulations (LES) of boundary105

layers. The flexibility is especially crucial for simulating other planetary bodies or anal-106

ogous “small-planet” versions of Earth.107

In what follows, we highlight the FDDG choices that result in accurate and sta-108

ble simulations using the same technique in three numerical experiments of the compress-109

ible Euler equations. First, we examine an LES of a dry convective boundary layer in110

a box with rigid walls at the top and bottom and doubly periodic horizontal boundary111

conditions. Second, we explore the use of FDDG for an idealized dry GCM configura-112

tion (Held & Suarez, 1994). Third, we perform a simulation of an atmosphere in a “small-113

planet” configuration where the scale separation between convective scales and large scales114

is reduced (Wedi & Smolarkiewicz, 2009).115

2 Numerical Experiments116

To solve the compressible Euler equations in three-dimensional domains, we use117

the FDDG formulation of Chan (2018) and Waruszewski et al. (2022) and construct met-118

ric terms as outlined by D. A. Kopriva (2006). See the review by G. J. Gassner and Win-119

ters (2021) for a general overview of the FDDG method.120

The choice of numerical flux is critical in guaranteeing the stability of the simu-121

lations. As mentioned, FDDG allows for a selection of numerical fluxes for the interior122

of the control volume and the cell interfaces. In addition, there is flexibility in the choice123

of numerical flux for any interface between elements, as well as the direction of the flux,124

i.e., a flux along the gravity-aligned direction need not be the same as a flux orthogo-125

nal to the direction of gravity.126

In general, we choose kinetic energy preserving (KEP) volume fluxes to guarantee127

the flow’s nonlinear stability; see G. J. Gassner et al. (2016) for an explanation of this128

property. This is especially important for simulating highly underresolved turbulent flows,129
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as is typical in geophysical fluid dynamics. We find the KEP property to be the key fea-130

ture that greatly increases the robustness of simulations. Stated succinctly, a numeri-131

cal flux satisfies the KEP property if the discrete kinetic energy equation mimics the con-132

tinuous kinetic energy equation. The importance of preserving the discrete algebraic prop-133

erties of the kinetic energy equation has been commented on before (Zang, 1991).134

Numerical fluxes that do not satisfy the KEP property can have terms in the dis-135

crete kinetic energy equation that correspond to energy injection due to transport, a man-136

ifestation of aliasing errors. It is serendipitous that there are a large class of numerical137

fluxes that satisfy this property, but it is especially worth noting that traditional DG meth-138

ods do not have the KEP property when applied to geophysically relevant simulations,139

leading to stability problems in underresolved flows. In order to control this error, past140

methods had to use numerical filters, explicit dissipation, or overintegration strategies.141

None of these corrections are necessary if one just simply uses an FDDG formulation that142

automatically satisfies the KEP property.143

The surface fluxes add a penalty term either as a Roe flux or a Rusanov flux (Roe,144

1981; Hesthaven & Warburton, 2007). Furthermore, we enact a special treatment of the145

gravity source term. The details of our choices are given in the Appendix; however, we146

state the combination of methods used for a particular simulation in the relevant sub-147

section.148

Simulations are performed in a Julia-based open-source codebase that can exploit149

heterogeneous and distributed CPU/GPU architectures, (Bezanson et al., 2017; Besard150

et al., 2019; Besard et al., 2019). Although the DG method is well suited for parallel-151

computing architectures (Abdi et al., 2019; Sridhar et al., 2021), the scale of our prob-152

lem allowed us to perform all simulations on a single Nvidia Titan V GPU. All plots in153

this text were generated using the Julia package Makie.jl (Danisch & Krumbiegel, 2021).154

In the following subsections, we illustrate the skill of FDDG methods to simulate155

1. Convection in a dry boundary layer.156

2. The dry atmospheric circulation in an Earth-like domain.157

3. The dry atmospheric circulation on a small Earth.158

The domain for the first simulation is a horizontally periodic Cartesian box, for the sec-159

ond simulation an Earth-like thin spherical shell, and for the third simulation a spher-160

ical shell with a 20 times decreased planetary radius and increased rotation rate.161

Nonetheless, the same computational kernels are used for all simulations. The con-162

nectivity between the elements and metric terms is the only change to transform from163

one domain to another. In addition, for computational efficiency, we implicitly timestep164

vertical acoustic and gravity wave modes in the Earth-like domain.165

2.1 Dry Convection in the Atmospheric Boundary Layer166

We start by simulating a dry atmospheric boundary layer. The following simula-167

tion is similar in spirit to Margolin et al. (1999), but with additional simplifications. All168

parameters for the simulation and their physical meaning are summarized in Table 1.169

We use a cubic domain of volume L3 with periodic boundary conditions in the horizon-170

tal direction and no-flux, no-penetration boundary conditions in the vertical direction.171

The geopotential is Φ = gz where z is the vertical coordinate and x, y are the horizon-172

tal coordinates.173

We start with a linear potential temperature profile174

θ(z) = Ts +∆θ
z

L
, (6)
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parameter value unit description

L 3 km domain length
g 9.81 m2 s−1 gravitational constant

R 287 m2 s−2 K−1 gas constant for dry air
p0 105 kg m−1 s−2 reference sea-level pressure
Ts 300 K surface temperature

cv 717.5 J kg−1 K−1 specific heat capacity of dry air at constant volume

cp 1004.5 J kg−1 K−1 specific heat capacity of dry air at constant pressure
ℓ 100 m radiative length scale
Q 100 m3s−3 radiative forcing magnitude
∆θ 10 K potential temperature difference from top to bottom

Table 1. Parameter values for the convective boundary layer test case.

which, when combined with the ideal gas law and hydrostatic balance,175

ρRT = p, θ = T (p0
p
)
R/cp

, and ∂zp = −ρg, (7)

implies that pressure is176

p(x, y, z, t = 0) = p0 (−
gL

∆θcp
log(θ(z)/Ts) + 1)

cp/R

. (8)

We also apply an initial random perturbation to the velocity field to induce a rapid tran-177

sition to turbulence,178

u(x, y, z, t = 0) = 0.01N (0,1), (9)

where N is a random normal variable at each grid point. Thus the initial condition for179

total energy is180

ρe(x, y, z, t = 0) = 1

2
ρ∥u∥2 + ρΦ + cvρT (10)

where cv is the specific heat capacity of dry air at constant volume.181

We apply a radiative forcing to drive convective instability. The resulting equations182

are183

∂tρ +∇ ⋅ (ρu) = 0 (11)

∂tρu +∇ ⋅ (u⊗ ρu + pI) = −ρgẑ (12)

∂tρe +∇ ⋅ (u [ρe + p]) = ρ
Q
ℓ
exp(−z/ℓ). (13)

We use a Kennedy-Gruber flux for the volume terms and a Kennedy-Gruber flux184

with a Roe flux penalty term for the interface numerical fluxes (Kennedy & Gruber, 2008);185

see Appendix A for details. For time-stepping, the fourth-order low storage 14-stage Runge-186

Kutta method of Niegemann et al. (2012) is employed. The sound waves are resolved187

in the simulation. We emphasize that we have not included any viscosity or diffusivity188

and solely rely on the numerical dissipation of the FDDG method for stability.189

The domain is partitioned into 243 elements, each of which has three-dimensional190

fourth-order polynomials, leading to a total of 1203 degrees of freedom. The smallest grid191

spacing is 21 meters, leading to a timestep size of ∆t = 0.11 seconds to ensure compli-192

ance with the acoustic CFL limit.193
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The radiative heating is strongest near the surface, leading to air parcels to become194

buoyant and rise. As the plumes rise, they laterally entrain air from the surrounding en-195

vironment; we expect the fluid to develop a well-mixed region of potential temperature196

near the surface. As the plumes move through the well-mixed layer, they eventually reach197

a stably-stratified region and overshoot their level of neutral buoyancy. The plumes drum198

on the stratified layer above, developing a layer of downward potential temperature fluxes199

and high potential temperature variance. This process erodes the stratification, leading200

to diffusive growth of the well-mixed region over time.201

We estimate the growth of the well-mixed region from classic energetic arguments202

as done by, for example, Stull (1988). First, we observe that the flux of potential tem-203

perature is approximately Qθ = Q/cp ≈ 0.1 [K m s−1]. We define the boundary layer204

height to be the height of maximum stratification. The boundary layer height at a given205

moment in time, t, is given by the empirical scaling law206

h∝
√
t
QθL

∆θ
(14)

where the entrainment layer modifies the constant of proportionality. Without account-207

ing for the entrainment layer, one derives h(t) =
√

2tQθL
∆θ

as in Stull (1988). Account-208

ing for the entrainment layer seems to only modify the constant “2”, e.g. (Van Roekel209

et al., 2018), as opposed to modifying the scaling law.210

Specifically, we compare the boundary layer height given by h(t) =
√
CtQθL

∆θ
, with211

C = 3 as in Souza et al. (2020), to that of the simulation in Figure 2. We see that the212

simulation agrees well with the empirical scaling law. This agreement suggests that the213

implicit dissipation mechanisms of the FDDG method enable subgrid-scale modeling, sim-214

ilar to other methods such as a Smagorinsky closure or a non-oscillatory scheme (Margolin215

et al., 1999; Van Roekel et al., 2018).216

An instantaneous snapshot of the simulation after 5 hours is typified by Figure 3.217

The three-dimensional figure shows the mixed layer potential temperature as transpar-218

ent, thereby emphasizing potential temperature anomalies. The visualization reveals the219

three-dimensional convective structure and small scorching plumes emanating from the220

surface. The top of the domain is is chosen to be the height at which the horizontally221

averaged potential temperature flux is most negative.222

To the right of the three-dimensional figure are horizontal averages of potential tem-223

perature (top), vertical potential temperature flux (middle), and potential temperature224

variance (bottom). The horizontal average of potential temperature displays a well-mixed225

layer in the bottom kilometer of the domain, capped by an entrainment layer of enhanced226

stratification before easing into the background stratification. The vertical advective flux227

exhibits the expected linear structure in the mixed layer and is negative in the entrain-228

ment region. The negative flux arises from an anti-correlation between the vertical ve-229

locity and potential temperature, associated with plumes overshooting their region of230

neutral buoyancy. On average, this entrainment produces a negative flux whose max-231

imum is approximately 17% of the input heat flux Qθ. The negative flux minima is con-232

sistent with those commonly found in the literature, for example Margolin et al. (1999);233

Siebesma et al. (2007); Van Roekel et al. (2018), where the most negative flux is between234

10%-20% of the heat input. The oscillations above the entrainment layer are due to grav-235

ity waves reflecting from the top of the domain. Furthermore, the plot shows that the236

temperature variance is largest in the entrainment layer.237

2.2 Atmospheric Dynamical Core: The Held-Suarez Test238

We next consider the GCM benchmark test proposed by Held and Suarez (1994),239

HS94 hereafter. The formulation of the problem allows for flexibility in hydrostatic vs240
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Figure 2. Convective Boundary Layer. The boundary layer height growth over time. Here we

compare the empirical scaling law in red, given by h(t) =

√

3tQθL

∆θ
, to one calculated from the

maximum potential temperature gradient in blue. A spin-up characterizes the first hour of simu-

lation into the turbulent state. After the initial spin-up the simulation latches on to the empirical

scaling law.
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Figure 3. Convective Boundary Layer. A snapshot of potential temperature and its hori-

zontally averaged statistics. The three-dimensional plot is a volume-rendering of the potential

temperature where the white values on the color bar to the left are transparent in the volume-

rendering visualization in the middle. The statistics on the right of the plot are horizontal aver-

ages of potential temperature (top), vertical potential temperature eddy flux (middle), potential

temperature variance (bottom) at the same moment in time.

non-hydrostatic dynamics, dissipation mechanisms, prognostic variables, and boundary241

conditions. We choose to use an equation set that retains fully compressible dynamics242

and is formulated in terms of density, total energy, and Cartesian momentum as the prog-243

nostic variables, yielding the equations244

∂tρ +∇ ⋅ (ρu) = 0 (15)

∂t(ρu) +∇ ⋅ (u⊗ ρu + pI) = −ρ∇Φ − 2Ω × ρu + sρu (ρ, ρu, ρe) (16)

∂t(ρe) +∇ ⋅ (u (p + ρe)) = sρe (ρ, ρu, ρe) (17)

where Φ = 2GMP r
−1
planet −GMP r

−1 is the geopotential, Ω = Ωẑ is the planetary angu-245

lar velocity, and ẑ is the direction of the planetary axis of rotation. We do not make the246

traditional approximation, which assumes a thin atmospheric shell in which the distance247

from any point in the atmosphere to the center of the planet is taken to be equal to the248

planetary radius, leading to the Coriolis force having only horizontal components.249

The HS94 forcing is applied to momentum and energy as follows250

sρu = −kv (I − r̂ ⊗ r̂)ρu (18)

sρe = −kT ρcv (T − Tequilibrium) , (19)

where Tequilibrium is the radiative equilibrium temperature depending on latitude (φ) and251

pressure σ = p/p0,252

Tequilibrium (φ,σ) =max (Tmin, [Tequator −∆Ty sin2(φ) −∆θz ln(σ) cos(φ)]σRd/cp) , (20)

and the parameters kv, kT are the inverse timescales for momentum damping and tem-253

perature relaxation, respectively, with254

kv = kf∆σ and kT = ka + (ks − ka)∆σ cos4(φ), (21)
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parameter value unit description

X 1 or 20 - scaling parameter
ztop 3 × 104 m atmosphere height
rplanet 6.371 × 106/X m planetary radius

R 287 m2 s−2 K−1 gas constant for dry air
Ω 2π/86400 ×X s−1 Coriolis magnitude
p0 1 × 105 kg m−1 s−2 reference sea-level pressure
Tmin 200 K minimum equilibrium temperature
Tequator 315 K equatorial equilibrium temperature
σb 0.7 - dimensionless damping height

cv 717.5 J kg−1 K−1 specific heat capacity of dry air at constant volume

cp 1004.5 J kg−1 K−1 specific heat capacity of dry air at constant pressure
kf X /86400 s−1 damping scale for momentum
ka X /(40 × 86400) s−1 polar relaxation scale
ks X /(4 × 86400) s−1 equatorial relaxation scale
∆Ty 60 K latitudinal temperature difference
∆θz 10 K vertical temperature difference

G 6.67408 × 10−11 kg−1 m3 s−2 gravitational constant
MP 5.9722/X 2 × 1024 kg planetary mass

Table 2. Parameter values for the Held-Suarez test case. The value X = 1 corresponds to the

standard test case, and X = 20 is a small planet version of the Held-Suarez test case.

with ∆σ =max{0, (σ − σb)/(1 − σb)}. The temperature and pressure are diagnosed from255

total energy and the ideal gas law,256

T = 1

cvρ
(ρe − ρ∥u∥2 − ρΦ) and p = ρRT. (22)

The forcing terms differ only in quantitatively irrelevant aspects from the original for-257

mulation in HS94. In particular, we choose a constant pressure p0 in the definition of258

σ instead of the instantaneous surface pressure. The parameter values are summarized259

in Table 2.260

The domain is a piecewise polynomial approximation to a thin spherical shell of261

radius rplanet and height ztop. The thin spherical domain is partitioned into curved el-262

ements and uses an isoparametric representation of the domain and the cubed sphere263

mapping by Ronchi et al. (1996). In essence, this choice represents the domain as a piece-264

wise polynomial function where the order of the polynomial corresponds to the order of265

the discretization (Winters et al., 2021). The metric terms are treated as in D. A. Ko-266

priva (2006) and satisfy the discrete property that the divergence of a constant vector267

field is zero, i.e., the metric terms are free-stream preserving. The use of an isoparamet-268

ric representation of the sphere with free-stream preserving metrics has a few subtleties.269

Since the vertical and horizontal directions are no longer discretely orthogonal, one must270

distinguish covariant and contravariant vertical directions.271

We use no-flux boundary conditions for density and total energy. We use free-slip272

boundary conditions for the horizontal momenta and no-penetration boundary condi-273

tions for the vertical momentum. Our initial condition is a fluid that starts from rest in274

an isothermal atmosphere. We take the global temperature to be TI = 285K, leading275

to276

p(r) = p0 exp(−
Φ(r) −Φ(rplanet)

RTI
) and ρ(r) = 1

RTI
p(r). (23)
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We use implicit time-stepping in order to numerically filter vertically propagating277

sound waves and gravity waves. Specifically, we use the second-order Runge-Kutta IMEX278

scheme of F. X. Giraldo et al. (2013), but modify Equation 3.9 of their work by choos-279

ing a32 = 1/2 for an enhanced stability region. We use the Jacobian of both the surface280

and volume flux in the vertical for the implicit time-stepping component; see Appendix A2281

for details. We linearize about the previous timestep, update the Jacobian for every col-282

umn every 20 minutes of simulated time, and factorize it using a banded LU decompo-283

sition (Golub & Loan, 2013). Horizontal acoustic modes then limit the timestep. The284

largest Mach number, the ratio of the advective speed and the soundspeed, for the flow285

is roughly 0.25 in this simulation.286

Aside from the inherent numerical dissipation resulting from the interface flux terms287

and implicit time-stepping, we use no additional forms of damping such as those in Jablonowski288

and Williamson (2011). In particular, we do not use any form of viscosity/hyperviscosity289

for small-scale damping. Furthermore, we do not include any divergence damping or fil-290

ters. The method remains conservative up to rounding errors from finite-precision arith-291

metic. For the Held-Suarez benchmark, only density is conserved since it has no sources.292

We run the HS94 test case with 6×102 elements in the horizontal on an equian-293

gular cubed sphere, 10 evenly spaced elements in the vertical, polynomial order 4 within294

each element, totaling at 6×502 degrees of freedom in the horizontal and 40 degrees of295

freedom in the vertical. The minimum grid spacing is 120 kilometers in the horizontal296

and 650 meters in the vertical. We choose a timestep of 55 s to keep within the horizon-297

tal acoustic CFL limit. We discard the first 200 days of the simulation as spinup and av-298

erage over the last 1000 days, as in HS94. We gather statistics by interpolating the cubed299

sphere grid to spherical coordinates and converting the Cartesian momentum to spher-300

ical velocities. As usual, we denote the zonal velocity component by u, the meridional301

velocity by v, and the vertical velocity by w. We gather statistics in height coordinates302

and for plotting we use the zonal and temporal average of pressure at the equator as the303

height. We comment that our choice of averaging does not use the Favre average, which304

is the more natural choice for comparison with pressure coordinate models.305

In Figure 4 we show the long-time average of the zonal-mean zonal wind ⟨u⟩, tem-306

perature ⟨T ⟩, temperature variance ⟨T ′T ′⟩, eddy momentum flux ⟨u′v′⟩, horizontal eddy307

kinetic energy 0.5⟨u′u′ + v′v′⟩. The choice of fields is to directly compare with Figure308

1 of Wan et al. (2008). The results here are in agreement with those reported in the lit-309

erature (Held & Suarez, 1994; Chen et al., 1997; Ringler et al., 2000; Ullrich & Jablonowski,310

2012). For example, the peak in westerly winds, temperature variance, and eddy kinetic311

energy are all within 10% of published results.312

Perhaps the largest difference is in the meridional heat transport. In our simula-313

tions, the ⟨v′T ′⟩ = −9 K m s−1 contour remains disconnected above and below the “stretched314

height” = 400 hPa line. This difference could be due to the use of height coordinates for315

averaging rather than pressure coordinates, since a zonal average over a surface of con-316

stant height is different than that of constant pressure.317

2.3 Small-Planet Held-Suarez318

In addition to the typical HS94 configuration, we simulate a small planet with a319

large-scale climatology similar to that of HS94 by rescaling the equations in a manner320

similar to a DARE/hypohydrostatic rescaling of the equations as done by Kuang et al.321

(2005) and Pauluis et al. (2006), respectively. This rescaling is an exact similarity trans-322

formation of the hydrostatic primitive equations using the traditional approximation and323

thus only affects the balance between the non-hydrostatic and hydrostatic components324

of the flow. The test is the similar to the one as proposed by Wedi and Smolarkiewicz325

(2009) with minor modifications.326
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Figure 4. Temporal and zonal average Held-Suarez statistics. The “stretched height” is

a global rescaling of height with the long time and zonal average of pressure at the equator,

mimicking the effect of using pressure coordinates for ease of comparison with figures in the liter-

ature. The long-time average uses the last 1000 days of the simulation. We use 8 evenly spaced

elements in the vertical and 6 × 102 elements in the horizontal with a polynomial order four basis

in each direction.
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We decrease the planetary radius by a factor of X = 20 compared to Earth, in-327

crease the rotation rate by a factor of X , and decrease the mass of the planet by a fac-328

tor of X 2. Furthermore, we increase all relaxation timescales in the problem by a fac-329

tor of X . The atmospheric height and temperature equilibrium remain the same. The330

parameter values are tabulated in Table 1. We will justify these choices shortly.331

Changing the planetary radius, increasing the rotation rate, and keeping the same332

temperature equilibrium results in a planetary model with a similar thermal wind. This333

a natural consequence of the rescaling being an exact similarity transformation for the334

hydrostatic primitive equations. Indeed the thermal wind, uthermal scales like335

uthermal ∼
∆T

Ω∆H
(24)

where ∆T /∆H is the latitudinal gradient of temperature. Observe that ∆H ∝ rplanet336

and recall that the equilibrium temperature distribution is unchanged from the original337

configuration. Thus both ∆T and Ω∆H remain constant, and the resulting thermal wind338

is approximately the same across the two simulations. Consequently, the Rossby num-339

ber Ro ≡ uthermal/(2Ωrplanet) remains the same.340

Changing the planetary mass is necessary to retain an Earth-like hydrostatically341

balanced state. The gradient of the geopotential scales like ∇Φ ∼ r−2planet and thus the342

planetary mass must scale by a factor of X −2 to maintain the same force. We could have343

achieved a similar result by simply taking the geopotential to be Φ = gr, but we saw344

no need to use this linearization.345

We keep the same number of grid points, 6×502×40 degrees of freedom, leading346

to a minimum grid spacing of 6 kilometers in the horizontal and 650 meters in the ver-347

tical. For the small planet, we use explicit time-stepping—the same low storage Runge-348

Kutta method of Niegemann et al. (2012)—which affords timesteps of size dt = 6.5 s,349

which corresponds to an acoustic Courant number of 3.6 in the vertical and 0.38 in the350

horizontal. Small timesteps are less of a limitation because planetary-scale dynamics are351

X = 20 times faster than Earth’s. Thus we only need to simulate 60 Earth days, which352

corresponds to 1200 small-planet days. The initial condition uses the same formula as353

before, Equation 23. We discard the first 20% of the simulation and average over the rest.354

Figure 5 shows that statistics are relatively unchanged with respect to those in Fig-355

ure 4, except for the zonal velocity, which has a vigorous easterly flow along the equa-356

tor. We attribute the change in the zonal mean climatology of the zonal velocity to the357

increased vertical velocity, which in turn affects the non-traditional terms in the Cori-358

olis force; these terms are not negligible in the small planet. See Marshall et al. (1997)359

for an explanation of the underlying physics in the ocean context. An enhanced east-360

erly flow in the small planet configuration has been observed before. For example, see361

Figure 18 of Wedi and Smolarkiewicz (2009).362

We confirm this statement by neglecting the non-traditional components of the plan-363

etary angular velocity,364

Ωtraditional = (r̂ ⋅Ω)r̂ (25)

and comparing the zonal mean velocity statistics of the three simulations in Figure 6.365

We do not modify the metric terms thus the approximation is inconsistent, nonetheless366

it serves to illustrate the point. We see that the zonal mean velocity statistic of the orig-367

inal HS94 setup corresponds to that of the small planet with the “traditional” planetary368

angular velocity but not that of the small planet with the full-planetary angular veloc-369

ity. This effect is a consequence of the decreased aspect ratio of the vertical vs horizon-370

tal domain in the small planet, which in turn increases the magnitude of the vertical ve-371

locity by a factor X . Stated differently, even though the full Coriolis force is present in372

the Earth-like domain, the vertical velocity component is too weak to make a substan-373

tial difference, as expected for this test-case.374
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Figure 5. Small Planet Held-Suarez. The long time and zonal average Held-Suarez statistics

in a “small planet” configuration. The “stretched height” is a rescaling of height with the long

time and zonal average of pressure at the equator, mimicking the effect of using pressure coordi-

nates for ease of comparison with figures in the literature. Time averages are taken over the last

1000 days of the simulation. We use 8 evenly spaced elements in the vertical and 6 × 102 elements

in the horizontal with a polynomial order four basis in each direction.

We reemphasize no further code tuning is required to retain stability. Upon mod-375

ification of the domain and appropriate parameters, the only necessary change was a re-376

duction of timestep to stay within the acoustic CFL of the small planet. The ability to377

easily change planetary parameters allows for a systematic investigation of scaling laws378

of planetary systems with respect to rotation rates, planetary radii, and atmospheric heights.379

3 Conclusions380

We have presented the application of a discontinuous Galerkin method to an ide-381

alized dry atmosphere for local large-eddy simulations and global circulation modeling.382

We have shown that the statistics generated from using a fully-compressible code, with383

density, total energy, and Cartesian momentum as prognostic variables, are similar to384

other models in local and global settings. Furthermore, we did not require stabilization385

mechanisms outside those naturally afforded by the discontinuous Galerkin numerical386

method and time-stepping.387

The main limitations of the numerical method are not associated with the spatial388

discretization per se but rather the need to develop efficient time-stepping strategies for389

modern computer architectures that can overcome limitations induced by acoustic waves,390

especially in the presence of topography. Different architectures may necessitate differ-391

ent algorithms to achieve an optimal time-to-solution. There are many approaches for392

obtaining a better time-to-solution that are worth exploring, e.g., fully implicit time step-393

ping (Nguyen et al., n.d.) and multi-rate methods (Knoth & Wensch, 2014). Further-394

more, switching between different flux-differencing methods in the vertical vs. horizon-395
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Figure 6. Small Planet Held-Suarez. A comparison between the long time and zonal aver-

age of the zonal velocity between three different configurations. The left-most plot is the typical

HS94 setup utilizing the full Coriolis force, the middle plot is the small planet HS94 setup with

the traditional approximation to the Coriolis force, and is the small planet with the full Coriolis

force. We see that keeping the traditional approximation replicates the zonal velocity statistics of

the Earth-like planet at the expense of being unphysical with respect to the small planet.

tal may yield larger timesteps due to better linearization properties, (G. Gassner et al.,396

2020; Ranocha & Gassner, 2021). An alternative option is to use lower order methods,397

such as staggered grid finite volume or lower polynomial orders, for the implicit verti-398

cal discretization, which may yield a faster time-to-solution.399

The present study is limited to an idealized dry atmosphere, and moisture, topog-400

raphy, and radiation are necessary for realistic simulations. Positivity-preserving meth-401

ods such as those outlined in Light and Durran (2016) need to be used, and topographic402

effects can also be handled (Baldauf, 2021). Previous studies of discontinuous Galerkin403

methods have involved designing numerical fluxes that preserve desired discrete prop-404

erties. It would also be interesting to compare candidate methods for geophysical flows.405

It is possible to bridge the gap between existing parameterizations and novel nu-406

merics by leveraging the sub-cell finite-volume interpretation of the Flux-Differencing407

Discontinuous Galerkin method. This interpretation is similar to using a “physics grid”408

as in Herrington et al. (2019) but simpler in its implementation. Another option is to409

develop new parameterizations that leverage the subgrid-scale shape functions of the spec-410

tral element method, akin to using a higher-order moment closure.411

Flux-Differencing Discontinuous Galerkin methods are an interesting alternative412

discretization for Earth system modeling. They enable large-eddy simulation modeling413

with its natural subgrid-scale dissipation mechanisms, allow for flexible representation414

of the domain, and can be implemented efficiently on parallel hardware architectures.415

Developing efficient implicit timesteping methods in order to overcome the limitations416

due to gravity and sound waves are a remaining challenge, but we hope that the extra417

robustness and higher-order accuracy provided by FDDG methods will eventually allow418

for an overall faster time to solution.419
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Appendix A Discontinuous Galerkin Details425

In this appendix, we collect choices of numerical fluxes and linear models. To high-426

light our choices, we use the compressible Euler equations with gravity,427

∂tρ +∇ ⋅ ρu = 0 (A1)

∂tρu +∇ ⋅ (ρu⊗u + pI) = −ρ∇Φ (A2)

∂tρe +∇ ⋅ (u [ρe + p]) = 0 (A3)

(γ − 1) (ρe − 1

2
ρ∥u∥2 − ρΦ) = p (A4)

where γ = 7/5 and Φ is the geopotential. The source terms that do not involve gradi-428

ents are collocated with grid-points and require no further description.429

To describe the numerical fluxes we use the same notation as G. J. Gassner et al.430

(2016). Thus for a scalar field ψ with + as the “exterior” value and − as the “interior”431

value (Hesthaven & Warburton, 2007; G. J. Gassner et al., 2016), we take the averag-432

ing operator {⋅} and jump operator ⟦⋅⟧ to mean433

{ψ} ≡ ψ
+ + ψ−

2
and ⟦ψ⟧ ≡ ψ

+ − ψ−

2
. (A5)

The averaging and jump operators are applied componentwise for vector and tensor Carte-434

sian fields. We point out that our definition of jump, ⟦⋅⟧, has a factor of two that is dif-435

ferent from most other conventions.436

The flux-differencing and metric term implementations are done in skew-symmetric437

form as outlined by Chan (2018) and Waruszewski et al. (2022). The metric terms are438

constructed to be free-stream preserving, (D. A. Kopriva, 2006; D. Kopriva, 2009).439

A1 Numerical Fluxes440

For the volume terms we use the Kennedy-Gruber flux (Kennedy & Gruber, 2008),441

with a modification to the gravity source term,442

Fρ = {ρ}{u} (A6)

Fρu = {p} I + {ρ}{u}⊗ {u} + {ρ} ⟦Φ⟧I (A7)

Fρe = {u} ({ρ}{e} + {p}) , (A8)

where I is the identity matrix. The modification to the gravity source term was moti-443

vated by combining the entropy stable scheme of Waruszewski et al. (2022) with the Kennedy-444

Gruber flux.445

We decompose the numerical flux normal to an interface between elements into two446

components by using the flux above as the “central” component2 and a penalty term,447

which adds dissipation in a manner similar to upwinding. We choose different penalty448

terms for the vertical vs. horizontal directions when evolving the compressible Euler-Equations449

on the sphere. Distinguishing between vertical and horizontal fluxes is natural given the450

anisotropy of the Earth-like computational domain: a spherical shell with radius O(104)451

kilometers and height O(10) kilometers. This domain typically leads to pancake-like grid452

elements whose breadth is roughly 100 times its height.453

In the direction associated with vertical grid points we use a Rusanov penalty whose454

wavespeed is based on a reference pressure and reference density. The reference density455

and pressure are updated every 20 minutes of simulated time with the instantaneous val-456

2 The geopotential is continuous on an interface; thus ⟦Φ⟧ = 0
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ues. Specifically we add the following numerical fluxes,457

c =
√
γpref/ρref, Fρ = {c}∞ ⟦ρ⟧, F

ρu = {c}∞ ⟦ρu⟧, and F
ρe = {c}∞ ⟦ρe⟧ (A9)

where {c}∞ =max{c+, c−}. In the directions orthogonal to the vertical direction we use458

Roe fluxes,459

c =
√
γp/ρ (A10)

w1 = ∣{un}ρ − {c}ρ∣ (⟦p⟧ − {ρ}ρ{c}ρ⟦un⟧) / (2{c}2ρ) (A11)

w2 = ∣{un}ρ + {c}ρ∣ (⟦p⟧ − {ρ}ρ{c}ρ⟦un⟧) / (2{c}2ρ) (A12)

w3 = ∣{un}ρ∣ (⟦ρ⟧ − ⟦p⟧/{c}2ρ) (A13)

w4 = ∣{un}ρ∣{ρ}ρ (A14)

Fρ = w1 +w2 +w3 (A15)

Fρu = w1 ({u}ρ − {c}ρn̂) +w2 ({u}ρ + {c}ρn̂) +w3{u}ρ +w4 (⟦u⟧ − ⟦un⟧n̂) (A16)

Fρe = w1 ({(ρe + p)/ρ}ρ − {c}ρ{un}ρ) +w2 ({(ρe + p)/ρ}ρ + {c}ρ{un}ρ) (A17)

+w3 ({u}ρ ⋅ {u}ρ/2 +Φ) +w4 ({u}ρ ⋅ ⟦u⟧ − {un}ρ⟦un⟧) (A18)

where the averaging, {⋅}ρ is460

{ψ}ρ =
√
ρ+ψ+ +

√
ρ−ψ−√

ρ+ +
√
ρ−

(A19)

for all fields ψ except for ρ in which case461

{ρ}ρ =
√
ρ+ρ−. (A20)

The variable n̂ = n̂(x, y, z) is the normal vector to a point on an element face (unit vec-462

tors of the contravariant basis) and un = u ⋅ n̂ is the velocity component normal to a463

face.464

On the boundaries of the sphere we set the density and energy fluxes to zero and465

for momentum we use the exterior + state and interior − state as466

ρu+ = (I − 2n̂⊗ n̂)ρu− (A21)

where n̂ is the wall-normal unit vector. We then use central fluxes to compute the flux467

on the boundary. Equation A21 amounts to using the reflection principle on the wall-468

normal velocity, while also implementing no-flux boundary conditions for the tangential469

velocities. See Hesthaven and Warburton (2007) for further clarification on the reflec-470

tion principle.471

A2 Jacobian for Implicit Timestepping472

To calculate the Jacobian of the compressible Euler equations with gravity it suf-473

fices to focus on the numerical flux,474

Fρ = {ρ}{u} (A22)

Fρu = {p} I + {ρ}{u}⊗ {u} + {ρ} ⟦Φ⟧I (A23)

Fρe = {u} ({ρ}{e} + {p}) . (A24)

First we make the observation that variables such as u, e, and p are nonlinear functions475

diagnosed from the prognostic variables ρ, ρu, and ρe,476

u = ρu
ρ

, e = ρe
ρ
, and p = (γ − 1) (ρe − ρu ⋅ ρu

2ρ
− ρΦ) . (A25)

Thus the linearization of Equations A22-A24 will involve linearizations of u, e, and p.477

Furthermore, we can make use of the identities {a + b} = {a} + {b} since we are using478
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simple averages for the numerical flux. For example, the linearization of the mass con-479

servation flux with respect to reference states ρr and (ρu)r is calculated by including in-480

finitesimal perturbations ρ and ρu, e.g.481

FL
ρ = {ρr + ρ}{

(ρu)r + ρu
ρr + ρ

} − {ρr}{
(ρu)r
ρr
} (A26)

= {ρr}{
(ρu)r + ρu
ρr + ρ

} − {ρr}{
(ρu)r
ρr
} + {ρ}{(ρu)r + ρu

ρr + ρ
} (A27)

= {ρr}{
(ρu)r + ρu
ρr + ρ

− (ρu)r
ρr
} + {ρ}{(ρu)r

ρr
} (A28)

= {ρr}{
ρu

ρr
− ρur

ρr
} + {ρ}{(ρu)r

ρr
} , (A29)

where in the last line we made use of482

1

ρr + ρ
= 1

ρr
− ρ

ρ2r
and

(ρu)r + ρu
ρr + ρ

= (ρu)r
ρr

+ ρu
ρr
− ρ(ρu)r
(ρr)2

. (A30)

We condense equation A29 by defining the reference velocity ur and linearized velocity483

uL as484

ur ≡
(ρu)r
ρr

and uL ≡
ρu

ρr
− ρur

ρr
, (A31)

so that485

FL
ρ = {ρr}{uL} + {ρ}{ur} . (A32)

Similarly we define linearized and reference values as486

er ≡
(ρe)r
ρr

, pr ≡ (γ − 1)((ρe)r −
(ρu)r ⋅ (ρu)r

2ρr
− ρrΦ) , (A33)

eL ≡
ρe

ρr
− ρer

ρr
, and pL ≡ (γ − 1) (ρe −

1

2
(ρur ⊗uL + ρu⊗ur) − ρΦ) . (A34)

In total, the Jacobian of equations A22-A24 with respect to a reference state ρr, (ρu)r, ρer,487

yields the linearized numerical fluxes488

FL
ρ = {ρr}{uL} + {ρ}{ur} (A35)

FL
ρu = ({pL} + {ρ} ⟦Φ⟧)I + {ρ}{ur}⊗ {ur} + {ρr}{ur}⊗ {uL} + {ρr}{uL}⊗ {ur} (A36)

FL
ρe = {uL} ({ρr}{er} + {pr}) + {ur} ({ρ}{er} + {ρr}{eL} + {pL}) . (A37)

We see by inspection that the above system is indeed linear with respect to ρ, ρu, and489

ρe.490

For the surface term component of the numerical flux, we use linearized versions491

of the surface flux used in the full equations plus a reference state based Rusanov flux492

for the penalty term. Each column has its own reference state and the resulting linear493

systems are factored and solved directly. The reference state itself is constructed from494

instantaneous values of density, horizontal-momentum, and total-energy. Projecting out495

the vertical momentum from the reference state makes the method slightly more robust.496

497
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